Owner Benefits

Did you know:

- Electric motors have a lot of power off the line. That means that EVs are quicker from a stop than you might expect. If you’re trading in a regular gas-powered car, you’ll also be impressed by the smooth, quiet acceleration that electric cars provide.

- Pure electric vehicles require comparatively little maintenance, compared to the typical passenger vehicle. There are:
  - fewer moving parts
  - a reduced number of fluids compared to an internal combustion engine
  - brakes that last longer thanks to regenerative braking
  - Oil changes, spark plugs, air/fuel filters, muffler, catalytic converter that don’t break down or need replacing simply not present.

Benefits of Owning an EV

In addition to the environmental benefits, EVs can outperform their internal-combustion counterparts on the road and can be less expensive to own and operate, over the long term. Owners of EVs are passionate about their cars! Here are eight powerful advantages to EV ownership. Explore further in this video from Carfax.

California Clean Air Vehicle Decals

Among the many benefits and incentives of owning or leasing an EV is that California law allows single-occupant-use of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOVs) lanes by certain qualifying electric, plug-in hybrid, and limited clean alternative fuel vehicles. Essential resources for new owners can be found on the California Air Resources Board website, including a list of qualifying vehicles and answers to frequently asked questions – including important information about the new “Red Stickers” for EVs.